Day 1 - Monday, March 5th

Plenary

- Registration 8:00 am - 9:00 am
  Registration

- Welcome and Introductions 9:00 am - 9:30 am
  Welcome and Introductions

- Keynote - Dr. Walter Greenleaf 9:30 am - 10:15 am
  Dr. Walter Greenleaf

- Networking Break 10:15 am - 10:45 am
  Networking Break

- Keynote - Dr. Guiseppe Riva 10:45 am - 11:30 am
  Dr. Guiseppe Riva

- [Surgery] - Dr. Neil Martin 11:30 am - 12:00 pm
  [Surgery] - Dr. Neil Martin

- Lunch 12:00 pm - 1:00 pm
  Lunch

- [Surgery] - Dr. Jonathan Sherman 1:00 pm - 1:30 pm
  [Surgery] - Dr. Jonathan Sherman

- [Surgery] - Dr. Sarah Ostadabbas 1:30 pm - 2:00 pm
  [Surgery] - Dr. Sarah Ostadabbas

- [Surgery] - Dr. Anat Lubetzky 2:00 pm - 2:30 pm
  [Surgery] - Dr. Anat Lubetzky

- [Neurology] - Dr. JoAnn Difede 2:30 pm - 3:00 pm
  [Neurology] - Dr. JoAnn Difede

- Networking Break 3:00 pm - 4:00 pm
  Networking Break

- [Pain Management] - Josh Sackman 4:00 pm - 4:30 pm
  [Pain Management] - Josh Sackman

- [Pain Management] - Dr. Diane Gromala
Pain Management - Dr. Diane Gromala
4:30 pm - 5:00 pm

(Pain Management) - Dr. Valentino Megale
5:00 pm - 5:30 pm
(Pain Management) - Dr. Valentino Megale

(Pain Management) - Simon Robertson
5:30 pm - 6:00 pm
(Pain Management) - Simon Robertson

Reception
6:00 pm - 8:00 pm
Reception

Bray

(Cutting Edge) - Marijke Sjollema and Benno Brada
11:30 am - 12:00 pm
(Cutting Edge) - Marijke Sjollema and Benno Brada

Lunch
12:00 pm - 1:00 pm
Lunch

(Cutting Edge) - Dr. Christopher Queen
1:00 pm - 1:30 pm
(Cutting Edge) - Dr. Christopher Queen

(Cutting Edge) - Dr. Sandi Chapman
1:00 pm - 1:30 pm
(Cutting Edge) - Dr. Sandi Chapman

(Cutting Edge) - Kevin Penrose
1:30 pm - 2:00 pm
(Cutting Edge) - Kevin Penrose

(Cutting Edge) - Dr. Amy Dunn and Jeremy Patterson
2:00 pm - 2:30 pm
(Cutting Edge) - Dr. Amy Dunn and Jeremy Patterson

(Cutting Edge) - Dr. Amy Dunn and Jeremy Patterson
2:00 pm - 2:30 pm
(Cutting Edge) - Dr. Amy Dunn and Jeremy Patterson

(Cutting Edge) - Dr. Susan Persky
2:30 pm - 3:00 pm
(Cutting Edge) - Dr. Susan Persky

Networking Break
3:00 pm - 4:00 pm
Networking Break

(Cutting Edge) - Dr. Brenda Wiederhold
4:00 pm - 4:30 pm
(Cutting Edge) - Dr. Brenda Wiederhold

(Cutting Edge) - Dr. Konstantin Kotuv and Dr. Christopher Williams
[Cutting Edge] - Dr. Konstantin Kotuv and Dr. Christopher Williams 4:30 pm - 5:00 pm

- [Cutting Edge] - Dr. Christopher Queen 5:00 pm - 5:30 pm

[Cutting Edge] - Dr. Christopher Queen

- [Cutting Edge] - Dr. Harald Stock 5:30 pm - 6:00 pm

[Cutting Edge] - Dr. Harald Stock

- Reception 6:00 pm - 8:00 pm

Reception

Pechet

- [Cutting Edge] - David Ellzey 11:30 am - 12:00 pm

[Cutting Edge] - David Ellzey

- Lunch 12:00 pm - 1:00 pm

Lunch

- [Mental & Behavioral Health] - Dr. Matt Vogl and Dr. Mimi McFaul 1:00 pm - 1:30 pm

[Mental & Behavioral Health] - Dr. Matt Vogl and Dr. Mimi McFaul

- [Mental & Behavioral Health] - Howard Rose and Dr. Ann Maloney 1:30 pm - 2:00 pm

[Mental & Behavioral Health] - Howard Rose and Dr. Ann Maloney

- [Mental & Behavioral Health] - Dr. Charles Nduka 2:00 pm - 2:30 pm

[Mental & Behavioral Health] - Dr. Charles Nduka

- [Mental & Behavioral Health] - Dr. Elizabeth McMahon 2:30 pm - 3:00 pm

[Mental & Behavioral Health] - Dr. Elizabeth McMahon

- Networking Break 3:00 pm - 4:00 pm

Networking Break

- Networking Break 3:00 pm - 4:00 pm

Networking Break

- Networking Break 3:00 pm - 4:00 pm

Networking Break

- [Mental & Behavioral Health] - Dr. Patrick Bordnick
[Mental & Behavioral Health] - Dr. Patrick Bordnick
4:00 pm - 4:30 pm

[Health and Wellness] - Katherina Martín Abello
4:30 pm - 5:00 pm

[Health and Wellness] - Katherina Martín Abello

[Health and Wellness] - Yael Swerdlow
5:00 pm - 5:30 pm

[Health and Wellness] - Yael Swerdlow

[Health and Wellness] - Rasmus Nutzhorn
5:30 pm - 6:00 pm

[Health and Wellness] - Rasmus Nutzhorn

Reception
6:00 pm - 8:00 pm

Reception

Room #217

[Workshop] 12:00 pm - 1:00 pm
The State of the VR/AR Market

[Workshop] 1:00 pm - 2:00 pm
Understanding Motion Tracking in Healthcare

[Workshop] 2:00 pm - 3:00 pm
Creating Your First VR Experience in Less Than 1 Hour

Networking Break
3:00 pm - 4:00 pm

Networking Break

[Workshop] 4:00 pm - 5:00 pm
Exploring New VR Research Options with Real World 360 Video

[Workshop] 5:00 pm - 6:00 pm
VR, Healthcare and Regulation

Reception
6:00 pm - 8:00 pm

Room #214

[Mental & Behavioral Health] - Shan Zhong
11:30 am - 12:00 pm

[Workshop] 11:30 am - 12:00 pm
Creating Your First VR Experience in Less Than 1 Hour

Lunch
Lunch

[Workshop]
Creating Teachable Moments Using VR - Sudden Cardiac Arrest and CPR

[Startup Companies]

Startup Presentations

Networking Break

[Rehabilitation] - Dr. Larry F. Hodges

[Rehabilitation] - Dr. Larry F. Hodges

[Cutting Edge] - Harrison Linowes

[Cutting Edge] - Harrison Linowes

[Startup Companies]

Startup Presentations

Reception

Room #216

Facilitator Training

Facilitator Training

[Breakout Session]

Breakout Discussion

Physical/Neuro Rehabilitation

[Cutting Edge] - Kauthar (Kat) Usop

[Cutting Edge] - Kauthar (Kat) Usop

[Workshop] - OPM is the Religion of The Startup Masses

OPM is the Religion of The Startup Masses

Networking Break

Networking Break

[Breakout Session]
Breakout Discussion  
Surgery  

[Breakout Session]  

Breakout Discussion - Mental and Behavioral Health

Reception

Reception